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Catalina HomeGrown Free Pattern
Tag your makes at #Catalinahomegrown

Directions:
Materials:

Fabric Requirements:

-Lite heat & bond scraps for
leaves

-2 1/2” assorted yellow scrap strips (88 2 1/2”
squares per placemat)

-1/2 yard fusible fleece batting
(makes 2 placemats)

-2 assorted green scraps approximately 8” square
(per placemat)

-Standard quilting supplies

-1/2 yard backing fabric (makes 2 placemats)

(thread, iron, sewing machine, rotary
cutter, mat, ruler and scissors)

-Parchment paper
-Pencil
1. Transfer the placemat pattern to parchment paper. Trim to size and set aside.
2. Trace leaf patterns to the heat and bond. Trim to size and set aside.
3. Cut 88 2-1/2” squares per placemat from your 2-1/2’ strips.
Sort squares according to color, fabric and shading. The larger
selection of fabric you use, the easier time you will have shading
light yellow to darker yellow when laying out the squares into a 11
X 8 grid.
4. Start with the lightest color squares and work outward to the
darker squares along the edges of the grid. Once you have your
layout exactly perfect, its time to start sewing them together.

5. Using a 1/4” seam, start sewing each row together. Lay the
sewn rows out in order, Press each row with seams going in
opposite directions.

6. Sew each row together, nesting the seams to get a crisp
intersection. Press long row seams in the same direction.

7. Lay the sewn yellow grid on the fusible fleece
with the wrong sides together (fusible side of fleece
up and wrong side of yellow grid down). Using hot
iron, press together.

8. Quilt this yellow grid however you wish. I chose to
lengthen my stitch length and use a diagonal grid stitching
using the walking foot attachment to my sewing machine.

9. Place the parchment
paper placemat pattern
on top of the yellow grid.
Having extra space around the pattern will allow you to move
the parchment paper to see how you want the shading to
occur for your lemon. Pin and cut carefully around the
pattern and set aside.

10. Iron heat and bond leaf shapes to the back of the green
scraps you have chosen, trim the excess and apply to the
lemon shape you just cut out after removing the backing
paper of the heat and bond.

11. Using a zig zag stitch or button hole stitch, carefully
stitch around each leaf to secure them.

12. With right sides together of the placemat and the backing
fabric, pin together and trim the backing fabric to size.

13. Sew together, leaving about a 2-3” space for turning on
the flatter side of the lemon.

14. Use pinking scissors and trim the curves at both ends
of the lemon. This will allow for a smooth curve.

15. Turn placemat right sides out
and carefully iron the outer seam,
pinning closed the opening. Hand
stitch that opening. Using a 1/4” to
1/2” seam allowance, outline the lemon.
Give it a good press, and it's complete.

